DNA sequence analysis plays an important role in the study of gene regulatory networks. DNA motif finding has become a key discipline in the post-gene era and gradually become a research hotspot by mining key gene sequences corresponding to disease mechanism and important biological functions. However, the research of DNA motif finding is faced with a huge problem of privacy disclosure. DNA motif finding technology cannot manage and use data well under controllable conditions, and the mining process of DNA motif finding itself is prone to reveal private information such as individual traits, characteristics and disease defects. In this paper, we presented an overview of the privacy breaching of DNA motif finding, summarized the main methods and tools of the current DNA motif finding, analyzed its privacy risks, and used two case studies to verify that the DNA motif finding may identify individual privacy information. Finally, we discussed the privacy protection methods for motif finding and proposed the privacy protection solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION A. MOTIVATION
With the completion of the Human Genome Project(HGP) and the rapid development of modern biotechnology, a large number of biological DNA sequence data have emerged [1] , [2] . How to effectively analyze and sort out the massive biological sequence data to obtain useful information and knowledge has become a very challenging issue in the field of bioinformatics.
DNA motif finding is an important but unresolved issue in the analysis of DNA sequences to interpret the genome. As a subsequence that coexists in multiple gene data sequences, DNA motif is a repetitive short sequence fragment that is likely to correspond to the core function of an organism [3] - [7] . The identification of key motifs is the core step to understand the mechanism of disease through genetic data, and the conservative motifs obtained by comparison help humans to decode genomic data and find the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongtao Hao. corresponding relationship between gene loci and physiological functions. It can be said that the efficient and accurate mining and identification of the motif finding provides an opportunity to explore the genetic variation in vivo and organisms. And a large number of genome data mining, comparison and analysis create conditions for a better understanding of the regulatory mechanism of gene expression [8] , [9] .
However, an individual's private information is easily leaked in the process of discovering motifs because DNA sequences contain a large amount of private information about personal characteristics, functions, illnesses, and personality disorders [10] . In recent years, DNA datasets have caused a serious problem about privacy disclosures, the privacy protection research of motif finding has aroused widespread societal concern. In 2008, Homer et al. [11] proved that a person's specific identity could be identified from a set of DNA data. After that, Gymrek et al. [12] showed that it was possible to re-identify 50 DNA participants from the 1000 genomes project dataset, which eliminated clear identifying information. The privacy disclosure problem like this happen all the time [13] , [14] . There are two main reasons for privacy disclosure in these scenarios. One of the reasons is that existing privacy protection technologies can not effectively protect the privacy of genetic data [15] . The particularity of genomic data determines that it is not possible to be anonymous only by deleting identification information, while the attackers can often re-identify personal information from the publishing DNA mining data using the background information. For example, the information related to Y chromosome genome variation can be obtained from public genetic databases, and human genome project participants can be identified from public population statistics. Another reason for the re-identification attack is the attack on the machine learning model [16] . Most attacks on genetic data use the entire dataset, and even machine learning models trained on genomic data still can reveal the information of data providers, or people with some background knowledge can also access data to provide personal information. The biggest problem in the motif finding mining process is that its mining process is prone to privacy disclosure.
Although relevant gene sequencing platforms have emphasized the importance of privacy protection and taken measures in data processing, there are still many risks such as reidentification, phenotypic judgment and kinship construction. With the decrease of the cost of gene sequencing and the exponential growth of gene data, the privacy leakage problem of motif finding based on gene data is becoming more and more serious [17] - [20] .
The problem of privacy security in motif finding needs to be solved urgently, which involves privacy disclosure from data collection to identification. In the stage of data collection, the sampling of genetic data is often complicated, and the process of physical and chemical processing and digitization itself is difficult to carry out confidentiality processing [21] , [22] . In the process of data analysis and sharing, the attackers re-identify the individual through the obtained genetic data, which poses an involuntary privacy disclosure threat to gene providers. If there is an unreliable third party in this process, the data privacy will be difficult to be guaranteed [23] - [25] . In addition, there are hidden dangers in the storage and processing environment of gene data needed for motif finding, and the confidentiality of the database and the distributed storage mode of the cloud environment may be difficult to adapt to the actual requirements due to the particularity of the genetic data [26] , [27] .
At present, neither the algorithms nor the existing platforms have carried out strong protection of privacy. With the genetic data of exponential growth, there may be privacy disclosure problems such as phenotypic information and kinship in the process of data collection, analysis and publishing [28] , [29] . This paper mainly summarized the research related to motif finding, from motif finding methods to motif finding tools and platforms, deeply analyzed the possibility of motif finding privacy disclosure, and provided solutions for the possibility of disclosure.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) Review the current application areas and future prospects, importance and biological significance of motif finding;
(2) Summarize the current motif finding algorithms and tools, and evaluate the current algorithms and tools for motif finding;
(3) A review of the types of motif finding in which there is a risk of privacy leakage, how to disclose it, and the types of genetic data privacy attacks;
(4) Confirm the feasibility of the attack and the necessity of privacy protection through case analysis experiments.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. MOTIF FINDING
DNA motif finding is defined as recognizing short sequence motifs with high frequency in a biological DNA sequence and repeated subsequences in multiple biological sequences, or a combination of the above two cases. Finally, detect the expressed DNA sequence motifs and mark each occurrence instance in the DNA sequence or protein [30] - [32] . The motif finding process is shown in figure1.
The motif finding algorithm usually does not directly locate the motif instance in the input sequence. Firstly, search the overexpressed motifs in the sequence, then use the scanning sequence of motifs to locate the site indirectly. It should be considered that how to represent the DNA motifs when designed the motif finding algorithm.
In general, multiple sequences of motifs are bound together with the same regulatory protein, and multiple sequences are paired together to form a base matrix, which together reflects the characteristics of the motifs. The motif instance represents one of the sequences, which is a row in the base matrix. However, multiple sequenced motifs contain information that is difficult to reflect, so motif finding algorithms usually transform them into other representations to highlight the information contained in the motifs. The DNA motif finding has three main representation methods.
1) THE CONSENSUS SEQUENCE METHOD [33]
It is a simple abstract description of the motif, but the consensus sequence is not necessary in the biological DNA sequence. DNA motifs appear in biological DNA sequences as instances of a consistent sequence, a new sequence in which the consensus sequence is mutated at certain base positions. The consensus sequence model directly uses the string consisting of {A, C, G, T} to represent the motifs, this is a relatively simple representation. After the motif instances are aligned, the characters with the highest probability in each column are directly connected to form a sub-sequence as the representation of the DNA motif. The calculation process is as follows.
The consensus sequence model is simple but contains less information. Information such as the location of a specific motif instance cannot be obtained from a consensus sequence, which only can be used to measure its degree of conservation. Moreover, the model does not consider vacancy and base correlation. The information of weak base in some positions of the motifs will be ignored when constructing the consensus sequence, which increases the difficulty of further evaluation of the motifs.
2) POSITION WEIGHT MATRIX REPRESENTATION [34] The position weight matrix is in the form of an N row 4 column matrix in which the frequency of each base in {A, C, G, T} is described in the probability matrix of N row 4 columns. According to the different measurement methods of frequency information, there are three kinds of matrix representation methods: Alignment Matrix, Frequency Matrix [35] , [36] and Weight Matrix [37] , [38] . Among them, the Alignment matrix is the frequency of the occurrence of the corresponding position base, the Frequency matrix is the frequency of the corresponding position base, and the Alignment matrix with the Frequency matrix are the prototype of the position weight matrix. Table 1 shows the three matrix representation methods of a motif.
As you can see from Table 1 , matrix representations contains more information than known sequential representations. The method of using the position matrix to represent the motifs can not only show the change at a specific position, but also reflect the probability of different characters at that position and indicate the degree of change.
3) SEQUENTIAL LOGO MODEL [39] The amount of information in each column of a motif is represented by a color graph, as shown in figure 3 , the different color letters are used to represent a sequence fragment, and the height of the letter represents the size of the information content at a certain position on the base, and the information content at a certain position can reflect the conservatism of the motif at the site. All logo models can intuitively show the degree of conservation of the motif and which base play a relatively important role in which positions.
The above various motif representation methods reflect the overexpressed bases and their frequencies of DNA motifs in different ways, and give a conservative motif of sites, which facilitate further searching for motif instances in the sequence.
B. SOURCE OF MOTIF FINDING AND RESEARCH DIRECTION
With the rapid development of sequencing technology and the explosive growth of genetic data, more and more shared databases provide a source of genetic data for motif finding. Currently, there are three main types of database storage: public databases, commercial databases, and national databases.
The public databases mainly include 100000 Genomes Project (UK), 1 Personal Genome Project, 2 1000 Genomes Project, 3 the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). 4 Commercial databases are mainly represented by 23 and Me 5 and Ancestry. 6 National databases have National DNA Index(CODIS) 7 and Interpol 8 et al [40] , [41] . Other biological databases include Scansite, 9 Eukaryotic Linear Motif, ELM, 10 Minimotif Miner, 11 Tohoku Medical Megabank. 12 The research of DNA motif finding is mainly divided into three directions: First, looking for known motif in a given genome sequence. Second, to find an unknown motif in the upstream region of a series of co-expressed or co-regulated genes, that is, new motifs were discovered in the promoter regions of a series of co-expressed genes, and motif was identified by analyzing and extracting DNA sequence features. Third, search for unknown genes regulated by a known transcription factor [42] .
III. TOOLS AND ALGORITHM ANALYSIS OF DNA MOTIF FINDING
Generally, the motif characteristics of prokaryotes are obvious and easy to identify. However, the motif of eukaryotes is relatively complex, the length and spatial distribution of motif vary greatly, there is no fixed position, and the binding sites of the same protein factors are also different, which makes it very difficult to identify motif. Therefore, it is almost impossible to design a method that recognizes all motifs, and there are many algorithms and software for different creatures and features of DNA motifs.
There are two types of algorithms for DNA motifs finding. One is the exact algorithms, which is based on strings. For example, Wordup [43] , YMF [44] , [45] , QuickScore [46] , MOPAC [47] , Consensus [48] , Weeder [49] , Mitra [50] , WINNOWER [51] and so on [52] , [53] . And the other is the inexact algorithms, which is based on probability, clustering or heuristic search, including MEME [54] , [55] , Gibbs Sampling [56] , [57] , MCL-WMR [58] etc.
A. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
This section mainly introduces four algorithms, including Weeder (exact algorithm), EXTREME (inexact algorithm), Gibbs Sampler (inexact algorithm) and BIOPROSPECTOR (inexact algorithm).
1) WEEDER
Weeder is based on a greedy algorithm with relatively high time complexity and suitable for finding short sequence DNA motifs.
The suffix tree provides an effective solution to motif finding. To trim the search space, Weeder use suffix-trees to hold data and enforce constraints on locations that allow mismatches.
(1) Given a set of sequences α = {A, C, G, T }, find the motifs with length L that appear in at least k sequences, and no more than n mutations.
(2) Suppose the endpoints of the sequence corresponding to the motif M = M 1 . . . M l in the suffix tree are found, in all paths, the word spelling distance M is less than n, and l < L. Associate each path with the distance between m of the corresponding string.
(3) If M is valid, we will try to extend it to one symbol.
(4) For each character a ∈ {A, C, G, T }, we match a with the next symbol on each path. If a path ends before the node p of the tree, match the character a with the first character on each side of the leaving node p. If it does not match, add previous error1 along the path. Otherwise, the error will remain unchanged. If the new error is greater than n, the path will be discarded.
(5) After checking all paths, the surviving path represents the approximate event M = M 1 . . . M l , if the number of times it appears more than k and the length is less than L, expand it. Otherwise continue to use M and the next character of the character set.
Weeder starts with an empty motif at the root of the tree and then recursively expands it. It exhaustively enumerates all short sequences until the required length is reached. The limitation on the length of the motif and the number of mutations allow Weeder to find a motif of any length that satisfies the condition.
2) EXTREME EXTREME has many similarities with the Expectation Maximization algorithm(EM), and its core is online EM. The online EM algorithm updates the parameters by iteration between the E and M steps, which computes only one observation data set, not the entire data set.
(1) If it does not converge at the end of the transfer, the index A is updated to the midpoint between the current value and a certain value of A , and EXTREME performs another pass in the data set. EXTREME repeats these steps until the required threshold is reached.
(2) EXTREME's seed strategy uses a search-based motif finding algorithm to find motifs that initialize the online EM algorithm. The seed algorithm counts the number of words that appear in the positive and negative sequence sets, and associates the "S − score" with each word.S − score is given by:
where f and f respectively are the number of times a word appears in a positive sequence and a negative sequence. If f is 0 for a word, modify it to 1 to prevent division by 0.
(3) Each word contains j wildcard letters. Word clustering is converted to a frequency count matrix by counting the number of times each letter appears at each of the aligned positions. The count is normalized by the S − score of each word in the cluster, so that more meaningful words will contribute more to the counting matrix than unimportant words. This seeding strategy can be parallelized, which allow multiple primitives to be discovered simultaneously. Then, hierarchical clustering of discovered motifs can identify a single motif class.
(4) Normally, the online EM algorithm converges after 1∼5 times of calculation, so the time complexity is proportional to the width of the template and the size of the data set. In practice, EXTREME as a whole has a time complexity that is linear with the size of the data set.
A search-based seed strategy combined with an online EM algorithm is effective for new motif finding that is effective in big data sets.
3) GIBBS SAMPLER
The basic principle of motif finding by Gibbs sampler is that the motif finding model and the occurrence position in each sequence are continuously updated by randomly sampling to optimize the objective function, when a certain iteration termination condition is satisfied, the final candidate motif is obtained.
(1) Build the probability models of motif finding and background are established respectively. The motif finding model is represented by a position frequency matrix (PSFM). First, the starting sites of k motifs in each sequence are randomly generated as B = {b i }, i = 1, 2, ..., k. Candidate motifs are derived from the starting site and the defined length L, and a PSFM is established from these candidate motifs. The background model usually uses an independence model M d = {f A , f G , f C , f T },which indicates the frequency of occurrence of each base in the background sequence.
(2) Choose a sequence B i in the input sequence set, and the length is l i (i = 1, 2, ..., k). Delete the start site belonging to the sequence in B, and recalculate the value modified PSFM. Then calculate all possible candidate motifs according to the motif and background model, namely the scores Score m and Score d of B i [j, j + L − 1](j = 1, 2, ..., l i − L + 1), that is, the possibility that the sequence fragment from the jth position to the j + L − 1th position in the sequence B i is a motif and the possibility of being a background sequence is calculated.;
(3) Calculate the ratio R of the two scores, and select a new candidate motif for each j, that is, select a candidate motif with a higher ratio with a larger probability, and add its starting site to B. Candidate motifs are obtained based on the new start site set and motif length, and the score F is calculated by:
where p ik = PSFM (i, a k ), and a k is the k-letter of A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a L }. If the score F is greater than the previous score, go to step 2 and continue iteration. otherwise repeat step 3 until the convergence or the number of repetitions reaches the maximum number of iterations. If all sequences are processed, the process ends. If the score is not improved after many times or the maximum number of iterations is reached, the calculation process is terminated. The Gibbs sampler circulates the variables in turn according to the above steps, and finally obtains a stationary distribution.
4) BIOPROSPECTOR
The threshold sampler is executed many times when the BioProspector is running with Gibbs Sampler algorithm. Initialize the motif probability matrix P by random comparison of the input sequences, iterate and randomize the matrix.
(1) BioProspector can use two background file formats: One is a calculated sequence file of independent background model B. The other is pre-computed document describing the background probability of an organism's complete genome, which can use the third-order markov background model to evaluate the probability of generating segment S from independent backgrounds.
(2) Sample the new alignment with two fractional thresholds to deal with the problem that some input sequences contain no copies of the motif and some contain many copies. Introducing two thresholds θ a , θ b , the scores in the segment between [θ a , θ b ] can help the program converge more quickly.
(3) For a motif with two blocks, BioProspector uses two probability matrices a 1 , a 2 to obtain the two blocks. When these two blocks are palindromic, only one motif probability matrix is needed. Each permutation sequence contributes two fragments to the same matrix.
(4) Motif score distribution is used to measure motif goodness. For each generated sequence set, perform some threshold sampler runs to record the highest motif score. Then, fit the normal distribution to the scores of the program-generated set of identically distributed sequence sets. BioProspector runs the original sequence through a threshold sampler with fractional distribution, and reports motifs that are higher than the standard deviation of the mean of the motif score distribution.
There are two kinds of probability-based algorithms in inexact algorithms. The first is the schema discovery algorithm based on expected maximization of EM algorithm. The second is Gibbs sampling motif finding algorithm. The algorithms based on clustering to solve the problem of motif discovery are as follows: MCL-WMR algorithm [58] and iMCL-WMR algorithm [59] . The improved algorithm not only improves the time efficiency of dealing with large data sets, but also accurately identifies the motifs.
After investigation and analysis, it was found the exact algorithm and the inexact algorithm are two branches of the motif finding algorithm. Accurate algorithms are generally based on exhaustion, while inexact algorithms are based on probabilistic, clustering or heuristic search algorithms. In general, the exact algorithm is often inefficient because it has to be used throughout the entire space, and it consumes a lot of time when running on a large data set, but it can guarantee that the result is a global optimal solution. The inexact algorithm is suitable for searching solutions in large spaces with high efficiency, but easy to fall into local optimum.
In the exact algorithms, Weeder comprehensive evaluation performance is better in many algorithms, but its space complexity is higher, and it only use a single motif as the output result of each operation, which does not meet the actual demand. Yeast Motif Finder (YMF) is an exhaustive algorithm that is generally more practical for short DNA sequences, while for longer sequences, the time consumption often increases exponentially by the size of the calculation increasing.
In the inexact algorithms, the EM algorithm is simple and easy to implement. EXTREME algorithm mentioned in this paper as an improved algorithm of the EM algorithm is very useful for quickly finding multiple motifs in a large data set. However, EM algorithm is slow in calculation, itself or its improved algorithms usually only obtain a local optimal solution, because its essence is an iterative algorithm. Gibbs Sampler is fast, but the accuracy is not high. MEME is a probabilistic statistical method based on the expectation maximization algorithm without a priori knowledge, and use the subsequences appearing in the DNA sequence as the starting point of the algorithm to increase the probability that the algorithm finds the global optimal solution. However, The biggest limitation of this algorithm is the lack of versatility, high computational complexity and long time.
B. DNA MOTIF FINDING TOOLS AND PLATFORMS
There are many kinds of software for motif finding, which have different performance in searching for motifs, and the content of motif finding is not limited to human sequences. The literature [60] compared thirteen motif finding software, including: AlignAEC, ANN-Spec, Consensus, GLAM, The Improbizer, MEME, MITRA, MotifSampler, Oligo/dyadanalysis, QuickScore, SeSiMCMC, Weeder, YMF. In addition, CompleteMOTIFs [61] is a DNA motif finding platform for transcription factor binding experiments. Tmod is the platform that integrate twelve motif finding algorithms. 13 MODSIDE 14 is a motif discovery pipeline and similarity detector. TrawlerWeb 15 is an online motif finding platform.
In fact, the biologists tend to use multiple motif finding tools at the same time in practical applications, and take the first few sequences rather than the optimal sequence given by the software during the experiment. In addition, it is important to select the most appropriate statistics to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction. 
IV. THE ANALYSIS OF PRIVACY LEAKAGE OF MOTIF FINDING
Genetic data is unique and static, and it contains the most important and sensitive personal information. We can obtain the individual's health signs and disease susceptibility by analyzing. The privacy disclosure of motif finding mainly comes from using stage [62] , analysis and mining stage [63] , storage stage [64] , and publishing stage [65] . Genetic data has been proved to be at risk of privacy disclosure in the using, storage and publishing stage. However, whether the privacy information will be leaked in the analysis mining stage (motif finding process) has not been fully studied. Through two case studies, this paper confirmed that the mining process of motif finding is very likely to disclose personal privacy.
Currently, the main ways of privacy disclosure of genetic data are re-identification attack [12] , [66] , phenotypic inference attack [67] , [68] and other attacks [69] , [70] . Among them, re-identification attack is the main way of privacy disclosure in the process of motif finding. The risk of re-identification is the most widely studied privacy risk in the transmission and analysis of the human genome, and under this type of attack, unauthorized parties view human genome data that has been published under some kind of protection, and try to re-identify and recover the identity information from the data that has hidden the identity information. Once such an attack is successful, it will cause trouble for the data provider.
The results of gene analysis are likely to contain sensitive information about individual disease susceptibility, phenotypic characteristics and even biological longevity. Most of the output by motif finding algorithm results are the first n term DNA short sequence frequent motif and its occurrence frequency. To a certain extent, this statistical result is deidentified and processed, that is to say, we can not know the individual information only from the result. But if somebody has a certain background knowledge and enough query times, through the statistical results affected by individual data, the motif finding mining process will face a serious risk of privacy disclosure. We propose two attack scenarios to verify that the mining process of motif finding will reveal privacy.
A. CASE STUDY 1
Single nucleotide polymorphism(SNP) is the third generation genetic marker, which is the variation of single nucleotides on the genome. Many phenotypic differences in human body and the susceptibility to drugs or diseases are closely related to SNP. In order to ensure the credibility of sensitive motifs and the realizability of privacy attacks, we used some SNP resources obtained from Ensembl database as the data support of our simulation experiment.
A number of studies [71] , [72] have found that many diseases are associated with SNP. It is assumed that a study conducted DNA sequence analysis related to a disease, and the results of motif finding based on the research data is R b , the collection of motifs are Motif m . When an attacker knows by some means of the addition or deletion of an individual, the result can be queried, and the attacker obtains the result R a . The new query results show that the set of motifs and their count results also change, if the new results are compared with the results before the addition and deletion, the motif finding results of the change sequence can be obtained, that is, the combination of the motif set Motif n−m and the change count.
Step1: We use the SNP slice sequence data from Ensembl database as the source data to simulate the experimental results. N-gram motif finding algorithm is used in the experiment. The length of the motif is 5 and the hamming distance is 1. The statistical results of motif finding are obtained from 100 simulated data of the source data, including the set of motifs and motif frequency set as shown in table 2.
Step2: We add a SNP simulation sequence from the same site of homologous population to the original dataset, and then identify the motifs again. This process is similar to an attack process that an attacker has known that a piece of data is added and then query the result again. The result of motif finding R a is obtained, including the set of motifs Motif n and motif frequency set C a as shown in table 3.
Step3: Compare R b with R a , we obtain the motif finding result of the individual by motif n − motif m ,,C a − C b and the motif finding results contain the motif corresponding to the sensitive SNP fragments involved in the original study as shown in table 4.
If the motif 'AAAAA' is the key SNP site in the study, and it has been confirmed to be related to a disease by subsequent studies, the attacker obtains the disease-related SNP, which links the individual to the disease susceptibility and health status to a great extent. Through the re-identification of the individual, the privacy attack is successfully achieved by For this attack scenario, assuming that we have a wide range of motif finding data, such as a collection of data A from all disease patients at a biological data analysis organization and the data sets of patients with each disease a, b, c, ..., and the motif finding results. In addition, we learn about an individual I through background knowledge is in the dataset A, and we have the results of the motif analysis of someone. From the results of motif finding, if it is found that some specific motifs of individuals will also appear in the results of group motif finding of a, then we may think that individual I comes from a disease population to a large extent.
We verify the realizability of a background knowledge attack based on statistical query results.
Step1: To build a large sample. We use the SNP data sequence downloaded from the Ensembl database as the source data to randomly generate 100 simulated sequences as the large sample data set. Then used n-gram motif finding algorithm to identify the motifs, the length of the motif is 6, the hamming distance is 1, and the results are shown in Table 5 .
Step2: Using 30 pieces of data to simulate a small set a with a certain diseased, the same method as step1 was used to obtain the motif finding results as shown in table 6. Step3: The motif finding of a single sequence data is used as the motif finding result of an individual, and then the three sets of motif finding results are compared and analyzed. Firstly, find out the specific motifs in the individual, that is to say, the only motifs that the person has in the whole large sample. Then search for this motif in the recognition results of population a motif, compared with table 5, 6, 7, it can be seen that the motif 'GTACGA' (marked with *) was only found once in the entire sample set, and in the population a and the individual also appeared once.
Step4: As shown in the tables, the motif frequency of 'GTACGA' appears equally in a large sample and in an individual, and the same frequency occurs in a group, then it can be proved that the individual is located in a group. In other words, if the frequency of a single motif in a group is less than the number of times in an individual, it can be considered that the individual is not in this group.
The case studies show that motif finding mining process is prone to reveal private information.
V. DISCUSSION
The motif finding process is the key to correctly understanding the process of gene expression regulation. Motif finding is not a simple motif repetition -there are nucleotide mutations, insertions and deletions in DNA sequences, and it is not practical to identify incomplete conserved motif instances in sequences based on fixed motif, which makes it challenging to accurately identify motifs outside of motif size. The more serious problem is that the DNA motif finding mining process has potential privacy leakage risk. The case studies in this paper proves the realistic feasibility of the attack and provided the necessary theoretical basis for the next step to identify the privacy protection of the motif. How to perform motif finding efficiently, safely and accurately, while taking into account the availability and security of data, becomes the next problem to be solved. For the leakage of the motif finding algorithm, traditional data mining methods with privacy protection always have some defects, which make the processed data less available. The currently more suitable method is differential privacy technology [73] , [74] .
Differential privacy [75] is based on a rigorous mathematical model that appends moderate noise to a dataset to mask sensitive information. The main idea of differential privacy is to ensure that the presence or absence of a single record does not affect the outcome. Therefore, if all records have been mastered except for one, an adversary cannot decide whether this record exists in the dataset. In a word, differential privacy has effectively prevented sensitive information from leaking. Reference [73] proposed a high-utility motif finding algorithm based on ε-differential privacy, which is known as a rigorous definition of privacy with meaningful privacy guarantees in the presence of arbitrary external information. This paper is proved that differential privacy technology can guarantee the data availability and protect the privacy security of DNA data sharing. Therefore, we will further analyze DNA motif finding technology and use differential privacy technology to solve DNA motif finding problems in different scenarios. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Genetic data is a unique data type, which raises clear and inevitable interdependent privacy issues. The identified conserved motif helps humans decode genome data and find the relationship between gene locus and physiological function, which is a key step to understand the functional mechanism of organisms. The ability to uniquely identify an individual, predict health-related issues, and even learn about familial history, makes handle and share genetic data a unique challenge for security and medical experts alike. In this study, we summarized the current motif finding algorithms and tools, reviewed the types of privacy disclosure risks and attack methods in motif finding, and verified the feasibility of the attacks and the necessity of privacy protection through case studies. Finally, we gave the privacy protection strategy to solve the privacy disclosure problem of motif finding. Our current work is an important stepping stone to the development of motif finding research for the intention to share genetic data. Our next work will further confirm the privacy disclosure scenario of motif finding, study the privacy protection method, and continuously improve the model to improve the identification accuracy and the availability of results, so as to provide a biological research technology platform with reliability, security and authority.
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